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SKILLFUL	UNIT	1	VOCABULARY	

A. 	MATCH	THE	VOCABULARY	WORD	WITH	ITS	DEFINITION.	

X			_G_debate																																							A		the	results	or	effects	of	something	

1			___defines																																							B			to	say	something	is	possible,	to	imply	

2			___modest																																						C			to	reach	full	development	

3			___tend																																											D			happening	now	

4			___consequenses																										E			upset,	distressed	or	annoyes	at	someone	or	something	

5			___frustrated																																	F			to	judge	according	to	a	scale,to	grade				

6			___mature																																					G			discussion	between	two	opposing	points				

7			___rate																																											H			being	quıet	about	your	abili\es	and	achievements,	not	vain	

8			___current																																						I			mental	strain,	stress	

9			___tensions																																				J		to	be	likely	to	happen	

10	___suggest																																					K		to	describe	the	natüre	of	something	
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B. CHOOSE THE CORRECT VOCABULARY WORD TO COMPLETE THE SENTENCE. 

1. Researchers	are	looking	for	a	_________	between	personality	type	and	success.	They	want	to	know	
if	there	is	any	rela\on	between	the	two.	

a				rate																																				b				correla\on																									c.			tensions	

2. The	university	needs	500	________	to	take	part	in	a	survey	about	campus	facili\es	.	

a				par\cipants																																				b				consequences																									c.			correla\ons	

3. The	ability	to	speak	more	than	one	lauguage	fluently	is	a	_________	skill	to	many	employers	.	

a				current																																				b				modest																									c.			desirable	

4. Doing	well	in	the	early	rounds	_________	to	the	debate	team	that	they	could	win	the	whole	
compe\\on.	

a				confirmed																																				b				matured																									c.			defined	

5. The	final	exam	is	a	___________	one	meaning	that	includes	all	the	subjects	we	studied	in	class.	

a				comprehensive																																			b				desirable																								c.			modest	

6. Most	of	the	informa\on	in	my	presenta\on	came	from	a	________	published	by	the	psychology	
department	at	our	university.	

a				volunteer																																			b				journal																									c.			debate	

7. This	study	focuses	on	the	different	_________	that	influence	a	person’s	personality.	

a			variables																																				b				scope																									c.			tensions	

8. Students	who	put	a	lot	of	effort	in	to	their	projects	________	to	do	well	in	this	class.	

a				confirm																																			b				suggest																														c.			tend	

9. A(n)	__________	is	a	person	who	does	something	without	being	paid	for	doing	it.	

a				par\cipant																														b			outcome																									c.			volunteer	

10. İf	you	are	__________	you	are	a	very	social	and	outgoing	person	.	

a				extroverted																																				b				introverted																								c.			modest	
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C.  CHOOSE THE CORRECT THE PERSONALITY FROM THE BOX TYPE TO COMPLETE THE 
DEFINITION 

1. __________	people	focus	on	ther	inner	world	and	like	to	spend	\me	alone.	

2. Individuals	who	are	very	comfortable	with	rules	and	specific	guidelines	have	a	__________	
personality	type.	

3. If	you	need	concrete	informa\on	such	as	things	that	can	be	seen,	heard	or	felt	then	you	have	a	
__________	personality.	

4. İf	you	have	a	__________	personality	type	then	you	base	most	of	your	decisions	on	logic.	

5. 	If	you	make	conclusions	based	on	your	own	ideas	of	the	world	then	you	are	__________.		

6. __________	people	are	interested	in	others		and	are	very	social	and	outgoing.	

7. Someone	who	thinks	that	the	a	situa\on	can	have	many	differnt	outcomes	is	a(n)	__________	
person.	

8. If	you	have	a	__________	personality	type	you	make	choices	based	on	your	emo\ons	and	
feelings	

Extroverted																													feeling																														judging																																	perceiving																				
sensing																																									thinking																																								intuivive																																													
introverted		
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SKILLFUL	UNIT	2	VOCABULARY	

A.  CHOOSE  THE CORRECT ADJECTIVE TO MAKE A LOGICAL SENTENCE 
																												

1		__________	automobiles	like	cars	and	busses	have	been	around	for	over	100	years.	Now,	millions		are	
made	each	year.			

2		There	are	some	specific	apps	you	can	get	just	for	your	I	Phone,	but	most	are	__________	now	and	will	
work	on	almost	any	mobile	phone.			

3		Many	of	the	products	we	buy	today	aren’t	as	____________		as	the	products		made	years	ago.		They	
break	more	ojen	today	than	they	used	to.			

4		The	technology	used	in	classrooms	today	is	so	much	more	__________	than	when	I	was	a	student.	

5		I	prefer	to	read	__________	stories	for	enjoyment.	I’m	not	really	iterested	in	the	classics	or	history	too	
much.		

6		You	have	to	be	careful	when	shopping	in	Tahtakale	because	many	of	the	items	are	__________	even	
though	they	look	real	

7		Companies	hire	designers	to	make	their	products	__________.		People	buy	their	products	because	they	
look	good.	

8		A	__________	tool		is	much	more	useful	than	a	tool	that	just	does	one	thing.	

B.			MATCH	THE	VOCABULARY	WORD	WITH	ITS	DEFINITION	

1___	no\on																																													a.		custom	that	has	been	around	for	a	long	\me	

2___	survive																																												b.		a	way	of	thinking	or	aktude	toward	life	

3___tradi\on																																											c.		to	live,	endure	or	con\nue	

4___overseas																																											d.		idea	or	concept	

5___	philosopy																																									e.		to	make	something	beler		

6___	enhance																																												f.		in	another	country				

			appealing																			contemporary																			durable																						fake				

										generic																innova\ve															mass-produced											mul\fun\onal																				
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C.   CHOOSE THE CORRECT VOCABULARY WORD TO COMPLETE THE SENTENCE 
		

1.		Many	older	people	have	a(n)	__________	to	using	technological	tools.	They	dont	always	approve	of	
innova\on.	

															a.			prac\ce																																					b.			incident																																			c.			objec\on	

2.		If	a	design	is	very	good	and	also	very	popular	many	other	producers	want	to	__________	it	to	make	their	
product	sell	too	.	

															a.			imitate																																							b.			smash																																							c.			value	

3.		Istanbul	Museum	of	Modern	Art	has	many	important	__________	in	its	collec\on	from	the	late	Oloman	
period.	

															a.			no\ons																																						b.			pieces																																								c.			tradi\ons	

4.		Some	historians	have	a	___________		no\on	of	the	past.	They	see	it	as	a	very	exci\ng	\me.	

															a.			roman\c																																				b.			modest																																						c.			func\onal	

5.		For	a	product	design	to	be	succesfull	it	must	be	___________	as	well	as	appealing.	

															a.			thick																																												b.			modest																																						c.			func\onal	

6.		A	good,	well	rounded	educa\on	should	be	__________	more	than	a	high	paying	job.	

															a.			harmed																																							b.			valued																																								c.			enhanced	

7.		Be	careful	with	that	old	table	it’s	very	__________.	You	dont	want	to	break	it!	

															a.			roman\c																																					b.			delicate																																						c.			modest	

8.		This	cloth	is	very	_________	and	durable.	It	wont	wearout	quickly	like	a	thinner	piece	will	.	

															a.			thick																																													b.			func\onal																																		c.			appealing	

9.		The	studio	works	hard	to	protect	all	the	animals	they	use	in	their	shows.	they	don’t	want	any	of	them	to	
be	__________		or	treated	badly.														

															a.		valued																																												b.			imitated																																				c.			harmed	

10.		The	__________	of	washing	your	hand	is	a	good	method	to	prevent	the	spread	of	disease.	

															a.			prac\ce																																									b.			incident																																			c.			objec\on	
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SKILLFUL	UNIT	3	

Complete	the	sentences	with	a	word	from	the	box.	

				

1. Children	who	experience	a	nightmare	ojen	have	a	difficult	\me	returning	to	sleep	due	to	………	
and	fears	he	may	or	may	not	be	able	to	express.	

2. If	you	are	thirsty,	the	……….	thing	to	do	is	drink	some	water,	while	the	illogical	thing	to	do	would	
be	to	ignore	your	thirst.		

3. According	to	the	physician,	there	is	no	………..		explana\on	for	the	disappearance	of	the	tumor.	

4. Any	solid	object	that	you	can	touch	is	…………,	unlike	something	abstract	that	you	cannot	
interact	with,	such	as	souls,	thoughts,	or	feelings.	

5. During	the	safari,	the	guide	warned	us	we	might	……….		a	couple	of	dangerous	animals.		

6. There	is	no	………..	for	the	project,	but	we	hope	to	have	it	complete	by	Tuesday.	

7. This	conflict	will	ul\mately	…………	our	rela\onship	and	our	ability	to	communicate	effec\vely	

8. If	you	increase	your	adver\sing	in	certain	areas,	you	may	also	be	able	to	………		profits	for	your	
products.	

9. The	jury	found	the	defendant	……….		and	sentenced	him	to	jail	\me.	

10.Although	I	have	a	different	………………..	on	religion	than	my	mother,	I	s\ll	respect	her	beliefs.	

11.Some	people	make	decisions	based	on	…………	rather	than	logic,	which	can	lead	to	making	the	
wrong	choice	

12.The	car	is	listed	in	the	luxury	…………….	and	is	the	most	expensive	vehicle	on	the	lot.	

13.Students	in	the	algebra	class	struggled	with	the		…………….	word	problems	because	they	had	no	
idea	how	to	solve	them.	

14.She	failed	to	learn	English	because	she	was		…………..		to	study.	

15.Ajer	gekng	divorced,	she	got	………….	

16.On	the	trip,	we	needed	a	guide	to	…………		the	foreign	language	for	us.	

17.I	am	…………	concerned	with	where	I	am	going	tomorrow,	and	I	care	about	nothing	else	
whatsoever	outside	of	that	par\cular	thing.	

18.My	mom		…………..	blames	me	for	not	studying	enough.	
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Despite		maximize		strengthen		ra\onal		encounter		illogical		depressed	anxiety			concrete		
abstract	reluctant		similarly	constantly	 	whereas		sort	out		complex		solely	 	point	of	view		
equally			constantly		guilty		category			deadline			interpret	



19.Summer is extremely warm ………. winter is very cold, and the other months are	somewhere	
in-between.		

20.I	cannot	dis\nguish	any	defined	shapes	within	the	ar\st’s	abstract	pain\ng.	

21.The	teacher	asked	me	to	sort	out	the	graded	assignments	based	on	which	student	they	
belonged	to,	so	they	could	be	handed	back	to	the	class	all	at	once	

22.At	the	end	of	shij,	the	waitresses	split	their	\ps	equally	so	that	everyone	gets	a	fair	share.		

23.Despite	his	old	age,	he	was	able	to	run	fast.	

24.The	students	were	asked	to	dress	similarly	for	the	gradua\on	ceremony.	
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SKILLFUL	UNIT	4 

1. It is ……… to start investing for retirement as early as possible. 

2. The ice at North and South Poles is beginning to ……  now that the temperature of our 
atmosphere is starting to rise. 

3. Police officers will  ……..  the law by arresting people for committing crimes and handing   out 
citations for breaking the rules. 

4. With the development of new farming machinery, life for those living in  …….. regions has 
changed dramatically 

5. According to the research ………  lately, stress-induced diseases are on the increase. 

6. She would often ………  vinegar to help keep the bugs out of her garden. 

7. She learned that the only way to  ……….  a grease fire is to eliminate the oxygen by covering it 
with another pan or pouring baking soda on top. 

8. I am working hard now so I can retire and live the ………  part of my life on the beach. 

9. All cars need …….. “ once year whether they are old or new. 

10.Several medical mishaps changed the board’s decision to ……… the doctor’s medical license. 

11.The new director will ……..  daily operations and the delivery of workforce programs to each 
region. 

12.………. , forest fires were  largely caused by natural events. 

13.How quickly ………. recovers after wildfire depends on the weather conditions at that time of 
the year. 

14.The  state of Alaska ,which  has a s a very low human population ,contains  a little more than  
half of the united states  ………… . 

15.Because the company can’t get to the ………. of their marketing issue, no one is buying their 
products. 
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error root minor supervise beneficial

vegetation perennial renew coped with rural

conduct enforce employ federal 

latter historically Maintenance melt

extinguish capable wilderness decade 



16.The man in the wheelchair insisted that he was ………..  of taking care of himself. 

17.The judge did ………  the validity of the results and accepted the DNA evidence as fact. 

18.…….problems can be  ………..more easily. 

19.Robert taught at a University in Colorado for a  ………  befoe leaving to teach elsewhere.  

20.  After I corrected my ………on my math test, the teacher believed that I could successfully 
work those math problems. 

21. The United States is an inherently …… l government with many separate yet unified states 
working together. 

22. Although the villagers haven’t found a way to deal with the inevitable flooding caused by the 
………. monsoon, no one	ever	decides	to	move	to	higher	ground.	
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UNIT 5  
1) Put the verbs from the box to the right definition. 

a) ________________________ to begin to exist or to develop.


b) ________________________not to continue or develop any further.


c) ________________________to deliberately destroy a building.


d) ________________________to make something better by adding to it.


e) ________________________to continue for a particular distance in a particular direction. 

2) Fill in the gaps with the missing noun from the box. 

	 	

a) trains carry passengers, but many transport _________ instead.


b) My neighbour and I have a __________ about the location of the fence between our 
yards.


c) Many colourful fish live near the __________. 


d) To pay for the construction of the highway, each car had to pay a _________ in order to 
use it.


e) The two countries signed a ______________ to establish a border


f) You must wear protective clothing in a construction __________. 


Develop        Halt Demolish Extend          Arise

Treaty Cargo  Reef Zone Dispute  Toll Treaty
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3) multiple choice. Choose the right definition. 
1) Coastal 

a) to sleep on	 b) on land beside a sea	 	 c) a huge ship 

2) Marine


a) special haircut	 b) living in or happening in the sea	 c) a way of sleeping


3) Indigenous


a) belonging to a region	 b) a fishbone		 c) a specialist doctor 

4) Replace 

a) move to a new city	 b) take something out and put a better version of it in place 		
c) to sleep


 
4) Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the wordlist in the box: 

When the state government (1)_________________ the land, its (2)_______________ 
goal was to build railroad tracks through the area so freight trains could transport 
cargo to the port. Unfortunately, construction of the railroad was not 
(3)______________. Due to the presence of both mountains and swamps, it became 
too expensive to run a railroad through that area, and two (4)______________ 
routes were chosen instead. (5)_______________, even though the original project 
had to be (6)_______________, the state was able to make good use of the land by 
turning it into a national park, where today it is enjoyed by thousands of visitors 
annually. 

• Abandon (v): to stop doing something, especially because it is difficult 


• Alternative (adj): different choice or possibility from among several 


• Nevertheless (adv): in spite of that


• Primary (adj): very important; first or top priority 


• Purchase (v): to buy


• Straightforward (adj): direct; uncomplicated 
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UNIT 6  
1)	Put	the	words	from	the	box	in	to	the	right	definiEon		

a) ________________ fear or worry that something unpleasant or dangerous might happen 


b) _____________________ being in need of something to survive or succeed 
c) _____________________ not certain 
d) ___________________ working well 
e) ___________________ having a disease that can transmitted from one person to another


f) __________________ to recognise the differences between things 
g) __________________ to fail to consider someone or something. 
h) __________________ dirty and dangerous for people to use in a safe way


2) Fill in the gaps with the missing words in the right form - from the box 

a)  A ___________ of fresh water is essential to avoid disease.


b) Many people _____________ malaria with long periods of rainfall. 


c) ___________ , deaths from infectious diseases are falling. Why? 


d) What impact might disease or illness have on a country’s ____________? 


e) How is lifestyle _____________ to the increase of diseases? 


f) Scientists are trying to ___________ data together to test their theory. 


g) Heart disease is a _____________ cause of death worldwide.


h) There is ___________ that shows that the disease is spread through the air. 


Dependent 	 Infected polluted   Doubtful Alarm Effective       
Distinguish   overlook

supply    associate    overall    productive   related  gather  major proof
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(Unit	6)	

3)	Choose	the	right	cause-effect	prase	and	fill	the	gap.	

example:	More	days	being	taken	off	work	__resulted____	___from_	increased	levels	of	depression	and	

stress.	

a) The outbreak __________  ___ a fall in tourism.


b) Governments have a responsibility for the welfare of their residents. _______________ 
, they should develop vaccines that fight dangerous diseases.


c) Diseases are mainly spread by individuals. ____________ , it is individual’s 
responsibility, not the government’s, to prevent their spread. 


d) Diseases can have significant economic impacts. _______________, countries need 
to fund research into diseases. 


e) The government reduced funding for disease research. _____ ___ ________ fewer 
cures are being discovered. 


f) _____________ ____ lost working days, the government’s income from taxes fell.


g) The outbreak _____________ ____ a fall in tourism.


as a result because of consequently          
result from            result in Therefore hence
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(Unit 6)

4) Put the words from the box next to the right definition 

a) __________________ If we discontinued public funding, the research industry would 
collapse.


b) __________________ the state of being put into a situation in which something harmful 
or dangerous might affect you. 
c) _________________ a process by which a disease spreads from one person to another.


d) _________________ used to emphasise the main point you are speaking about.


e) _________________ to experience something, especially something that is unpleasant 
but necessary.


f) _________________ used to emphasise that a statement is almost completely true.


g) _________________ happening or existing in many places, or affecting many people.


collapse	 exposure	 transmission	 ulEmately		 undergo	
virtually	 widespread
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SKILLFUL 3 VOCABULARY 
TRAINING BOOKLET 

ANSWER KEY 
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UNIT	1	KEY	

Ex.A	
X	G	

1	K	

2	H	

3	J	

4	A	

5	E	

6	C	

7	F	

8	D	

9	I	

10	B	

Ex.	B	
1	b	

2	a	

3	c	

4	a		

5	a	

6	b	

7	a	

8	c	

9	c	

10	a	

Ex.C	
1	introverted	

2	judging	

3	sensing	

4	thinking	

5	intui\ve	

6	extroverted	

7	perceiving	

8	feeling
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UNIT	2	KEY	

Ex	A	

1		mass-produced	

2		generic	

3		durable	

4		innova\ve	

5		contemporary	

6		fake	

7		appealing	

8		mul\func\onal	

Ex	B	

1		d	

2		c	

3		a	

4		f	

5		b	

6		e	

Ex	C	

1		c	

2		a	

3		b	

4		a	

5		c	

6		b	

7		b	

8		a	

9		c	

10		a	
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UNIT	3	KEY	

1.Children	who	experience	a	nightmare	ojen	have	
a	difficult	\me	returning	to	sleep	due	to	anxiety	
and	fears	he	may	or	may	not	be	able	to	express.	

2.If	you	are	thirsty,	the	logical	thing	to	do	is	drink	
some	water,	while	the	illogical	thing	to	do	would	be	
to	ignore	your	thirst.		

3.	According	to	the	physician,	there	is	no	raEonal	
explana\on	for	the	disappearance	of	the	tumor.	

4.Any	solid	object	that	you	can	touch	is	concrete,	
unlike	something	abstract	that	you	cannot	interact	
with,	such	as	souls,	thoughts,	or	feelings.	

5	During	the	safari,	the	guide	warned	us	we	might	
encounter	a	couple	of	dangerous	animals.		

6.	There	is	no	deadline	for	the	project,	but	we	hope	
to	have	it	complete	by	Tuesday.	

7.	This	conflict	will	ul\mately	strengthen	our	
rela\onship	and	our	ability	to	communicate	
effec\vely	

8.	If	you	increase	your	adver\sing	in	certain	areas,	
you	may	also	be	able	to	maximize	profits	for	your	
products.	

9.	The	jury	found	the	defendant	guilty	and	
sentenced	him	to	jail	\me.	

10.	Although	I	have	a	different	point	of	view	on	
religion	than	my	mother,	I	s\ll	respect	her	beliefs	

11.	Some	people	make	decisions	based	on	emoEon	
rather	than	logic,	which	can	lead	to	making	the	
wrong	choice	

12.	The	car	is	listed	in	the	luxury	category	and	is	the	
most	expensive	vehicle	on	the	lot.	

13.	Students	in	the	algebra	class	struggled	with	the	
complex	word	problems	because	they	had	no	idea	
how	to	solve	them.	

14.	She	failed	to	learn	English	because	she	was	
reluctant	to	study.	

15.Ajer	gekng	divorced	she	got	depressed.	

16.	On	the	trip,	we	needed	a	guide	to	interpret	the	
foreign	language	for	us.	

17.	I	am	solely	concerned	with	where	I	am	going	
tomorrow,	and	I	care	about	nothing	else	
whatsoever	outside	of	that	par\cular	thing..	

18.	My	mom	constantly	blames	me	for		not	
studying	enough	.	

19.	Summer	is	extremely	warm	whereas	winter	is	
very	cold,	and	the	other	months	are	somewhere	in-

between.	🔊 	

20.	I	cannot	dis\nguish	any	defined	shapes	within	
the	ar\st’s	abstract	pain\ng.	

21.	The	teacher	asked	me	to	sort	out	the	graded	
assignments	based	on	which	student	they	belonged	
to,	so	they	could	be	handed	back	to	the	class	all	at	
once	

22.	At	the	end	of	shij,	the	waitresses	split	their	\ps	
equally	so	that	everyone	gets	a	fair	share.		

23.Despite	his	old	age	,	he	was	able		to	run	fast.	

24.	The	students	were	asked	to	dress	similarly	for	
the	gradua\on	ceremony.	
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UNIT	4	

1.beneficial	

2.melt	

3.enforce	

4.rural	

5.conducted	

6.employ	

7.ex\nguish	

8.laler	

9.maintanence	

10.renew	

11.supervise

12.historical	

13.vegeta\on	

14.widerness	

15.root	

16.incapable	

17.	Minor		

18.coped	with	

19.decade	

20.error	

21.fedaral	

22.prennial
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UNIT 5 - Vocabulary ANSWER 
1) Put the verbs from the box to the right definition. 

a) _____ARISE________ to begin to exist or to develop.


b) _____HALT______not to continue or develop any further.


c) ______DEMOLISH______to deliberately destroy a building.


d) __DEVELOP________to make something better by adding to it.


e) _____EXTEND____to continue for a particular distance in a particular direction. 

2) Fill in the gaps with the missing noun from the box. 

	 	

a) trains carry passengers, but many transport __CARGO___ instead.


b) My neighbour and I have a ___DISPUTE___ about the location of the fence between 
our yards.


c) Many colourful fish live near the REEF______. 


d) To pay for the construction of the highway, each car had to pay a __TOLL___ in order 
to use it.


e) The two countries signed a __TREATY__ to establish a border


f) You must wear protective clothing in a construction __ZONE_. 


Develop        Halt Demolish Extend          Arise

Treaty Cargo  Reef Zone Dispute  Toll Treaty
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(Unit 5)


3) multiple choice. Choose the right definition. 
1) Coastal 

a) to sleep on	 b) on land beside a sea	 	 c) a huge ship 

2) Marine


a) special haircut	 b) living in or happening in the sea	 c) a way of sleeping


3) Indigenous


a) belonging to a region	 b) a fishbone		 c) a specialist doctor 

4) Replace 

a) move to a new city	 b) take something out and put a better version of it in place 		
c) to sleep 
4) Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the wordlist in the box: 

When	the	state	government	1)	purchased	the	land,	its	2)	primary	goal	
was	to	build	railroad	tracks	through	the	area	so	freight	trains	could	
transport	cargo	to	the	port.	Unfortunately,	construc\on	of	the	railroad	
was	not	3)	straighPorward.	Due	to	the	presence	of	both	mountains	and	
swamps,	it	became	too	expensive	to	run	a	railroad	through	that	area,	and	
two	4)	alternaEve	routes	were	chosen	instead.	5)	Nevertheless,	even	
though	the	original	project	had	to	be	6)	abandoned,	the	state	was	able	to	
make	good	use	of	the	land	by	turning	it	into	a	na\onal	park,	where	today	
it	is	enjoyed	by	thousands	of	visitors	annually.	

• Abandon (v): to stop doing something, especially because it is difficult 


• Alternative (adj): different choice or possibility from among several 


• Nevertheless (adv): in spite of that


• Primary (adj): very important; first or top priority 


• Purchase (v): to buy


• Straightforward (adj): direct; uncomplicated 
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UNIT 6 ANSWERS 

1)	Put	the	words	from	the	box	in	to	the	right	definiEon		

a) ______ALARM__ fear or worry that something unpleasant or dangerous might happen 


b) _______DEPENDENT_____ being in need of something to survive or succeed 
c) _______DOUBTFUL_ not certain 
d) ___EFFECTIVE____ working well 
e) _____INFECTED_____ having a disease that can transmit from one person to another


f) ____DISTINGUISH__ to recognise the differences between things 
g) _____OVERLOOK__ to fail to consider someone or something 
h) ___POLLUTED_____ dirty and dangerous for people to use in a safe way


2) Fill in the gaps with the missing words in the right form - from the box 

a)  A ___SUPPLY__ of fresh water is essential to avoid disease.


b) Many people ___ASSOCIATE__ malaria with long periods of rainfall. 


c) __OVERALL_ , deaths from infectious diseases are falling. Why? 


d) What impact might disease or illness have on a country’s ____PRODUCTIVITY__? 


e) How is lifestyle __RELATED_ to the increase of diseases? 


f) Scientists are trying to ___GATHER__ data together to test their theory. 


g) Heart disease is a ___MAJOR__ cause of death worldwide.


h) There is __PROOF__ that shows that the disease is spread through the air. 


Dependent 	 Infected polluted   Doubtful Alarm Effective       
Distinguish   overlook

supply    associate    overall    productive   related  gather  major proof
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(Unit 6)


3)	Choose	the	right	cause-effect	prase	and	fill	the	gap.	

example:	More	days	being	taken	off	work	__resulted____	___from_	increased	levels	of	depression	and	

stress.	

A. The outbreak ___RESULT__  _IN__ a fall in tourism.


B. Governments have a responsibility for the welfare of their residents. 
__THEREFORE______ , they should develop vaccines that fight dangerous diseases.


C. Diseases are mainly spread by individuals. __HENCE____ , it is individual’s 
responsibility, not the government’s, to prevent their spread. 


D. Diseases can have significant economic impacts. ___CONSEQUENTLY___, countries 
need to fund research into diseases. 


E. The government reduced funding for disease research. __AS_ _A_ _RESULT_ fewer 
cures are being discovered. 


F. _____BECAUSE________ __OF__ lost working days, the government’s income from 
taxes fell.


as a result because of consequently          
result from            result in Therefore hence
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